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About the Handbook

This handbook is designed to be applicable to a wide range of measures, not only (but 

primarily) those included in the TIDE project, and thus can be applied by cities across 

Europe. 

The TIDE assessment method was developed based upon:

• an extensive review of current transport–project appraisal methods in scientific 

literature, practitioners’ guidelines and handbooks, focusing on cost–benefit 

analysis (CBA) and multi–criteria analysis (MCA);

• a survey of TIDE leading and champion cities’ current practices and experience 

with cost–benefit analysis for local transport policies and measures, completed 

in March 2013 (TIDE leading cities) and June 2013 (TIDE champion cities);

• a workshop held in April 2013 in Budapest, during which focus groups — including 

external experts, city representatives and cluster support partners — discussed 

assessment methodologies suitable for the TIDE measures.

The results of these activities were summarised in detail in the TIDE working paper 

‘Methodologies for cost–benefit and impact analyses in urban transport’ (TIDE 

2013b). The handbook builds on the working paper, but focuses more on providing 

clear and structured guidance to local practitioners. The working paper is available 

on the the website, www.tide–innovation.eu. 
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About TIDE — Transport Innovation Deployment for Europe

The European TIDE project aims to create improved conditions for cities and regions 

to integrate innovations in their urban mobility policies. This should lead to increased 

acceptance and take–up of new urban transport solutions and technologies. TIDE 

helps cities and regions to address common challenges in a collaborative and 

integrated way.

Why should you care about innovation?

European cities have indicated on several occasions that innovation could be a way 

out of the crisis. Innovation can save costs and help reach urban policy goals. But 

cities lack the resources to complete a full innovation cycle. TIDE helps to shorten the 

innovation path. 

Innovative ideas usually originate in one or in a small number of places before they 

reach wider coverage. TIDE will help cities and regions across Europe to shorten the 

path towards implementing innovative measures by showing that it is not necessary 

to re–invent the wheel but much more effective to exchange knowledge on innovation 

and transfer of successful solutions from one European region to another. Thus, TIDE 

offers a cost–efficient way of spreading innovation throughout Europe.

Our mission — Guided by your needs!

TIDE will enhance the broad take–up of 15 innovative urban transport and mobility 

measures throughout Europe and will make a visible contribution to establishing 

them as mainstream measures. The TIDE partnership makes it easier to access a 

range of new and feasible solutions that address key challenges of urban transport, 

such as energy efficiency, decarbonisation, demographic change, safety, access to 

existing and new economic and financial conditions.

TIDE focuses on increasing awareness, advancing expertise using existing and 

new tools, through practical work with cities, and by assessing costs and benefits. 

Focusing on the needs of transport professionals in European cities is a guiding 

principle. TIDE actively supports 15 committed cities to develop implementation 

scenarios for innovative urban transport measures, setting the example for an even 

wider group of take–up candidates. These measures cover the following five TIDE–

themes: new pricing measures, non–motorised transport, advanced network and 

traffic management to support traveller information, electric mobility and public 

transport organisation.
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The TIDE innovative transport measures

TIDE covers fifteen innovative measures across the five TIDE–themes. 

New pricing measures •	 Road user charging in urban areas

•	 Parking charge policies

•	 Efficient and convenient pricing and charging for multimodal trips

Non–motorised transport •	 Bicycle parking schemes

•	 Creating people–friendly streets and public spaces

•	 Fast cycling lanes

Advanced network and traffic 

management to support traveller 

information

•	 Open data server for applications–based traveller information

•	 User–friendly human machine interface for traveller information 

•	 Advanced priority systems for public transport

Electric mobility •	 Clean city logistics

•	 Financing schemes for charging stations

•	 Inductive charging for public transport

Public transport organisation •	 Creation of public transport management bodies for metropolitan areas

•	 Contracting of services focused on improving passenger satisfaction and efficiency

•	 Marketing research as optimisation tool in public transport

The INNOVATION TOOLBOX brochure highlights these fifteen 

inspiring transport measures. The brochure illustrates the 

measures with good practice examples, characteristics and 

benefits, key aspects for implementation, and useful references.

The INNOVATION TOOLBOX and other TIDE documents are 

available from www.tide–innovation.eu for download or mail–

order.
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Reducing the risk of starting something new

Most European cities want to be innovative, but not all want to be the first to implement 

a new measure. Local decision makers want to reduce or be able to manage the risk 

that comes with implementing innovative urban transport measures. Local decision 

makers are faced with a number of risk factors : 

•	 Financial: will we be able to afford the measure?

•	 Political: will the measure be accepted, and will citizens vote in favour of it? 

•	 Effectiveness: will the measure solve the problems it is meant to solve?

•	 Implementation: will we be able to introduce the measure smoothly, without 

delays or extra cost?

TIDE provides urban transport professionals with two handbooks that can help 

manage and reduce the risk of starting something new. The handbooks aim to 

increase local authorities’ knowledge enabling them to fully understand the barriers, 

drivers and risks of innovation in urban transport. 

Understanding context conditions for successful innovation — 
transferability

Is our city ready for innovation?

A key objective of TIDE is to foster the transfer of innovative transport solutions 

between European cities. To support this, a TIDE transferability handbook has been 

developed, which provides key information about the steps towards uptake and 

implementation of innovative measures. 

To achieve more widespread implementation and harmonisation of leading 

innovations and technologies, there is a need to share best practice across and 

between European cities. This process requires a methodology to determine whether 

and how such innovations can be transferred from one place to another. The use of 

such a transferability methodology provides an opportunity to learn from the previous 

experience of implementation, to better exploit opportunities and to avoid repeating 

mistakes. Even though the successful implementation of a measure in a given city 

provides grounds for transferring the measure to other cities, the right conditions are 

needed to make it a reality. 
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Understanding the intrinsic value of a measure — impact 
assessment

Is the measure good for our city?

The TIDE Impact Assessment Handbook complements the transferability analysis 

and provides further advice on the feasibility of the implementation of innovative 

urban transport measures. 

Local authorities are often confronted with a number of urban mobility problems, 

for which a multitude of alternative solutions are available. To select the optimal 

solution, it requires considering multiple criteria. This makes the whole process 

a challenging one. It is especially true with regards innovative measures for which 

detailed knowledge of potential costs and benefits, and overall impact is typically 

limited. This handbook outlines the TIDE assessment method, developed to facilitate 

the implementation of sustainable urban mobility measures. The method gives local 

authorities the tools to make a holistic evaluation of transport measures’ or transport 

projects’ potential to address local concerns. Thus, it enables them to make informed 

transport policy and planning decisions. 
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The purpose of this handbook is to provide local practitioners with guidance on 

assessing the costs and benefits of innovative urban transport measures. The 

way current transport project are assessed varies greatly from one European city 

to another. Many cities don’t have guidelines or regulations for transport policy or 

assessments at their disposal (see section 2.2). The TIDE assessment method has 

been developed to fill this gap and to improve professionals’ knowledge on the impact 

of innovative measures.

The TIDE method is not intended to substitute more sophisticated approaches, often 

used for large–scale transport infrastructure projects. Instead, its complexity is 

scalable/adaptable to the proposed measure’s size. This is a significant advantage, 

as the acceptable effort required to assess a measure will also differ depending on 

its size (e.g. assessment costs of €5,000 for a €10,000 project would be excessive). 

In conventional assessments, qualitative effects are often neglected due to the 

difficulty associated with incorporating them. But these qualitative effects can 

significantly influence the measures’ contribution to the transport system’s 

sustainability; they should therefore be included in assessments. Including 

qualitative effects can sometimes lead to an assessment giving positive results for 

the implementation of a measure which the city might otherwise have rejected. For 

this reason, the TIDE assessment method includes both qualitative and quantified 

effects of the given measure. This stems from taking the point of view of a local 

government whose intentions are to maximise the benefits to society as a whole. 

This handbook introduces the TIDE assessment method and provides a detailed 

description of the evaluation process. The rationale behind the TIDE assessment 

method is detailed in section 2, which provides an overview of existing methods, 

current practices and data availability in cities. Section 3, the most important, 

describes the TIDE assessment method in detail: first, the method is outlined along 

with its potential and limitations, the understanding of which is essential to use the 

method and communicate its results appropriately. Subsequently, the method’s eight 

steps are described in detail separately, including detailed information, formulas 

(blue boxes) and simplified fictional examples1 (yellow boxes). As the TIDE impact 

assessment method is intended to be applicable for many types of measures, section 

4 contains recommendations on the assessment of different types of measures. In 

section 5, the method is applied to a fictional example in detail. As not all details of 

the quantification or monetisation of individual effects can be incorporated in this 

handbook, section 6 lists key documents for further information.

1. Purpose of the handbook and how to use it

1 The examples given in this section are intended to demonstrate the individual steps only; 

the values used are not intended to be accurate or consistent with another, nor with the 

comprehensive example in section 5.
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2. Transport–measure assessment: current 
methods and practices 

2.1. Common assessment methodologies

The concept of evidence–based decision–making (selecting the most appropriate 

measure based on robust evidence of its potential effects) is important for policy 

makers at all levels. It helps to ensure the benefits of policies or measures are 

maximised and prevents a failure to address critical problems or implementation 

leading to unintended side effects. Cost–Benefit Analysis (CBA), Strategic 

Environmental Assessment (SEA), Cost–Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) and Multi–

Criteria Analysis (MCA) are oft–used examples, each with its own advantages and 

disadvantages. 

CBAs are widely used to assess transport projects or measures, especially large–

scale infrastructure projects. In a CBA, all the project’s effects are expressed in 

monetary terms, then the costs and benefits are compared using specific economic 

viability indicators such as Benefit–to–Cost–Ratio (BCR) or Net–Present–Value 

(NPV). These indicators clearly express the measures’ economic efficiency. This is 

especially important for local governments in times of constrained budgets. A CBA 

compares a measure’s effects to those of a reference case (often “business–as–

usual” (BAU), i.e. the measure is not implemented) to indicate whether a measure will 

result in net benefit or not. The main weakness of CBAs is the extensive data required: 

all effects must be quantified and monetised. This can sometime prove difficult or 

even impossible.

MCAs have become increasingly popular in recent years for transport project 

appraisal. The method is based on the scoring, ranging and weighting of quantified 

and qualitative effects and is usually used to select the best measure from a range 

of possibilities. The method makes it possible to assess difficult–to–quantify or 

monetise effects by assigning them weighting values and performance scores, 

defined by experts and/or stakeholders. This provides an opportunity for stakeholder 

engagement, but it also introduces subjectivity concerns, the method’s main 

weakness. The TIDE assessment method is based upon a mixture of the CBA and MCA 

approaches. It combines CBAs’ ability to clearly express economic viability and MCAs’ 

ability to include both quantified and qualitative effects.

The TIDE assessment method is 
based upon a mixture of the CBA and 
MCA approaches. It combines CBAs’ 
ability to clearly express economic 
viability and MCAs’ ability to include 
both quantified and qualitative 
effects. 

2.2. Current practices 

Current project appraisal practices vary largely from one city to another. Most do not 

have a standard appraisal tool for transport projects, and if they do, these are typically 

used to appraise “traditional” transport projects, such as road construction. Others 

use different tools depending on the project or measure at hand. CBAs are usually 

used only for large–scale infrastructure projects and those eligible for national or 

supranational funding, which are sometimes conditional to a CBA. For example, in 

the UK and the Netherlands, CBAs are mandatory for major transport projects, as is 

non–CBA project assessment for smaller–scale measures. Furthermore, a large part 

of EU funding (for projects >€10m, depending on the fund) is conditional to CBAs. 
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When funding is conditional to a specific assessment method, appropriate guidelines 

are usually provided, such as the EC Directorate–General Regional Policy‘s cost–

benefit analysis guideline. It includes a specific section for transport projects.

Several cities have little experience in conducting CBAs. Economic factors are of 

utmost importance in all cities, but their assessment is often limited to establishing 

the proposed projects/measures’ financial viability. The fact that CBAs are not used 

more systematically can be put down to the cost and scarcity of necessary data. 

In addition, the method tends to neglect important effects, particularly qualitative 

ones. Most of the cities surveyed for TIDE agree that a CBA is inappropriate to assess 

small–scale projects, while only a few cities reported that they use MCAs to assess 

transport projects. 

Similar difficulties in applying CBAs to local–level measures were reported in the EC–

funded CIVITAS programme (e.g CIVITAS SUCCESS, CIVITAS GUARD). For several of the 

CIVITAS measures, an ex–post (post–implementation) CBA was completed based on 

measurable impacts. In some cases the data quality and coverage was insufficient 

for the CBA, while in others, the available data allowed for a simplified CBA only. 

Additionally, some costs/benefits were neglected in the CBAs due to quantification 

and monetisation difficulties.

With a view to address cities’ reported difficulties with project assessment, the TIDE 

assessment method can be adapted to fit the required assessment complexity and 

the available data volume. It should nevertheless be pointed out that the simpler the 

assessment, the less reliable its results.

The proposed method can be used to calculate economic viability indicators such 

as NPV and BCR, but assessing both qualitative and quantified effects is its main 

purpose. This balanced approach and the fact that participatory processes (conflict 

resolving) are included at an early stage makes the TIDE methodology particularly 

useful, especially when applied to controversial measures. 

2.3. Data availability 

Conducting an impact assessment usually requires extensive data, the availability 

of which varies from city to city. If the amount of data available is unknown, the box 

below, provides initial ideas for possible data sources. With these, data availability 

can be assessed for each of the indicators included in the impact assessment. 

Ex–ante assessments require that the effects be projected carefully, while ex–post 

assessments may require extensive monitoring. If the data requirements exceed the 

municipality’s own capacities, data collection or surveys can be assigned to external 

consulting services.

Potential data source checklist

•	 Municipal administration 

departments.

•	 Local traffic models.

•	 Conduct surveys and traffic 

samples.

•	 Higher level (district, region, 

state) administrations or 

dedicated agencies (e.g. 

environmental agency).

•	 Technical details (e.g. car 

fuel consumption) from 

manufacturers or prior 

assessments. 

•	 National averages (some 

indicators).

•	 Scientific studies.

•	 Assessments from other cities 

(the range of potential effects).

•	 Educated guesses by scientific 

or independent experts (if hard 

data is unavailable).
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3. The TIDE impact assessment method 

The TIDE assessment method makes it possible to assess the impact of measures on 

a flexible set of quantified and qualitative effects. In turn, it allows for measures to be 

compared to the business–as–usual case or for multiple measures to be compared 

to each other. The method is divided into eight consecutive steps (see Figure 1), 

explained in detail below. 

Key characteristics of the TIDE assessment method:

•	 It is intended for municipalities to assess the impact of a measure on society as a 

whole (economic, social and environmental impacts).

•	 It combines quantified and qualitative effects into an overall performance score.

•	 It is primarily intended for ex–ante assessments, but also applicable ex–post. 

•	 It can include economic viability indicators (data allowing).

•	 It can be applied to urban transport measures with different impacts and scales 

(investment, area affected, etc.).

•	 It is not intended to displace more sophisticated assessments usually applied to 

large–scale projects. 

•	 It makes it possible to visualise all impacts.

Figure 1: assessment steps

Describe project & alternatives

Identify effects & indicators

Assess impacts

Normalise impacts

Weight criteria

Visualise and interpret results

Analyse sensitivity

Communicate results

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Overview of the steps of the TIDE assessment method:

1. Describe project and alternatives. The planned project and alternatives, 

including the reference (BAU) case are described. The assessment details 

(e.g. appraisal period) are determined.

2. Identify effects and indicators. The effects on which measures should be 

assessed, and the performance–indicators of these effects are identified. 

3. Impact assessment. For BAU and the proposed project (and any alternatives), 

the magnitude of each of the effects selected in step 2 is determined. 

4. Normalisation. The performance figures are converted into unitless, relative 

numbers. 

5. Effect weighting. The importance of the effects and their importance are 

defined by means of a weight value. 

6. Visualisation and interpretation. Final scores for each measure are calculated 

from the normalised performance and weighting value, which can be 

displayed in graphs.

7. Sensitivity analysis. The significance of individual effects is assessed to test 

the effect of less–reliable assumptions/values.

8. Communicate results. The results and key information about the assessment 

procedure are communicated to the decision makers.
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The TIDE assessment is not without limitations. The effects assessed are chosen 

based on a measures’ specific characteristics. This has the advantage of tailoring 

the assessment to the these characteristics. However it also limits the potential for 

comparison between assessment results for different types of measures, and makes 

the results non–repeatable. 

Furthermore, it is important to pay attention to reduce the possibility of bias being 

introduced into the assessment. The method is exposed to this potential problem 

at different stages, when effects are selected, when they are given weighting and in 

the qualitative assessment stages. Many factors can lead to a bias being introduced. 

Individuals and interest groups taking part in the assessment will inevitably have 

some degree of subjective opinion on, or a specific interest in, the matter at hand. 

This could lead to direct selection and/or weighting bias, or even certain effects being 

omitted altogether. The extent of the problem, however, strongly depends upon who 

takes part and the control mechanisms imposed upon them. 

In general, it is unlikely that participant’s preferences reflect entirely those of society 

as a whole, unless an great number of participants are included But this would 

be hugely time consuming. Even within so–called representative focus groups, 

dominant individuals or the facilitator can introduce a bias. However by excluding 

outside participants in order to simplify or shorten the process a different sort of bias 

could be introduced.

Various methods to address bias are available, but these are usually very complex. 

Using them would go against the goal of keeping the method simple. Instead, the 

assessment results should be interpreted whilst keeping in mind the possibility for 

bias and its potential sources. Additionally, factors particularly prone to bias can be 

subjected to a sensitivity analysis2.

To provide meaningful guidance, it is important to take special care when assessing 

the results of the TIDE assessment tool. It can only evaluate the relative overall 

performance of a given measure (i.e. identify the better/worse of them) for the effects 

chosen, not their absolute merit. Only the (optional) economic viability indicators 

indicate whether the measures make sense from an economic perspective.

The assessment results should 
be interpreted whilst keeping in 
mind the possibility for bias and 
its potential sources. Additionally, 
factors particularly prone to bias 
can be subjected to a sensitivity 
analysis

2 A sensitivity analysis tests the effect on the overall result of changes to a particular value 

within the assessment. It involves re–assessing a measure with a particular value modified by 

a certain amount (e.g. ±10% from its initial value). For example, a measure’s lifetime revenue is 

expected to be €1m, but this value is based on unreliable assumptions. The sensitivity of the 

end result to changes to the lifetime revenue can be tested by carrying out the assessment 

with revenue of €0.9 and then €1.1m (i.e. €1m ±10%,). If the end result doesn’t change much, the 

assessment can be said to be insensitive to lifetime revenue.
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STEP 1. Describe the project and alternative scenarios 

The first step of the assessment procedure is to define the goals and identify 

measures which have the potential to meet these objectives.

The TIDE assessment method compares measures or scenarios’ relative merits. 

Typically, measures will be compared to a reference, or business–as–usual scenario 

(BAU), which must therefore also be described. The BAU scenario is not a ‘do–

nothing’ scenario; it includes the costs incurred to maintain the status quo (e.g. road 

maintenance) and the impact of changes to it (e.g. increased traffic volume).

It is crucial to precisely define the proposed measure(s) and the BAU scenario 

separately. This definition is the basis for the assessment effects. It follows that as 

much information as possible should be gathered to allow for accurate assessment 

of all options. 

Next, the assessment’s system boundaries must be defined. These determine which 

of the measure’s effects are assessed over which area. Often, effects that occur 

outside municipal boundaries must also be included, such as a city–entrance toll’s 

impact on roads outside the municipal road network. If the system boundaries are 

set too narrowly, the assessment may exclude a project’s adverse effects outside the 

implementation area. Extending the boundaries, however, correspondingly increases 

the complexity and data intensity. In general, measures should be assessed for the 

geographic area they affect, although this may be limited by the complexity issues 

outlined above. Global issues, especially GHG emissions, should be assessed based 

on cities’ formal (or informal) commitment to address them, e.g. municipal, national 

or supranational (EU) climate change mitigation commitments/targets. 

In addition, the assessment’s perspective must be determined (i.e. from whose point 

of view is the assessment carried out). Municipalities usually assess measures from 

the perspective of society as a whole taking into consideration the impact on the 

municipality itself and the entire urban population. However, as transport measures 

may affect different groups (e.g. businesses, poor or disabled citizens, commuters, 

etc.) to differing degrees — positively or negatively — the costs and benefits for 

each of the various groups can be calculated to highlight any excessive or unwanted 

effects on a particular group (see TIDE context conditions, D3.1).

Furthermore, it is during this initial process of defining the project and assessment 

framework that relevant stakeholders should be identified so that they may be 

included in the assessment process at a later stage. Relevant stakeholders are those 

affected by the project or who may be decisive for its implementation.

Describe project & alternatives1

Identify effects & indicators

Assess impacts

Normalise impacts

Weight criteria

Visualise and interpret results

Analyse sensitivity

Communicate results
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Example: description of the project and alternatives.

Some of a city–owned public transport operator’s fleet of diesel busses is nearing 

replacement age. Instead of replacing the busses with new diesel busses (BAU), 

the municipality has received a proposal to replace the busses with (otherwise 

identical) CNG powered or electric equivalents, primarily in order to reduce air 

pollutant (NOx, PM etc.) emissions. To define the BAU and the two alternatives, 

the city has answered the following questions:

•	 How many buses will be purchased in each case?

•	 How far will they drive per year?

•	 How long will they last?

•	 Is additional infrastructure necessary? If so, at what cost?

•	 Are there any differences in performance (e.g. capacity, range)? 

The assessment will be carried out from the point of view of the municipality 

and its residents. As the busses operate mostly in the city centre but also on 

various routes linking the outer suburbs to the centre, the assessment will be 

carried out over the whole municipal area. As the local public transport operator 

is municipally owned, all direct economic effects of the measure (e.g. purchase, 

operation and maintenance costs) are borne by the municipality. The appraisal 

period is defined as the average bus lifetime. 

The city has identified the public transport operator, the local public transport 

passenger association, environmental associations and citizens living close to 

major bus routes as important stakeholders for the project’s implementation.
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STEP 2. Identify effects and indicators

After step 1, the effects based on which the measure will be assessed must be 

identified along with indicators to measure them. This relies on an understanding of 

the causal relationship between the measure and its various effects (positive and 

negative). For a public policy or measure, the effects should represent the interests 

of society as a whole, and be in line with the municipality’s overall goals (e.g. reducing 

local air pollution). 

A reasonable scope should be set for the effects, allowing for their measurement 

without going into unnecessary detail. If the scope of the effects is too broad, 

many effects may be lumped together making detailed analysis impossible (e.g. 

“emissions”). If effects are assessed in groups, then it is particularly important to 

make sure to avoid double–counting of sub–effects. For example, air pollutants 

negatively affect human health and therefore may be included under either “air–

pollution” or “health–effects”. Irrespective of where sub–effects are included, they 

must be included only once. 

Regardless of the specific effects chosen for an assessment, each assessment must 

use the same set of effects to ensure the validity of the results.

The TIDE impact assessment method uses two main categories for effects:

1. Quantified effects. These are measurable and quantifiable effects, such as local 

air pollution (tonnes of NOx or PM10 emitted/year), or direct monetary effects (e.g. 

investment and operating costs, revenues, etc.). In principle, any non–monetary 

effects can also be expressed in monetary terms (monetised) if appropriate 

conversion factors (see Step 3) are available. If all key effects can be represented 

in monetary terms, the TIDE assessment method’s optional economic analysis can 

be applied. However, the advantages and disadvantages of monetisation (see Step 

3) should be kept in mind.

2. Qualitative effects. These are effects which are best or most easily defined 

in terms of quality rather than quantity (e.g. because they are impossible or too 

difficult to measure). The performance of such effects is nevertheless defined by 

numbers, but these are assigned to them rather than being based upon “hard” 

measurements (e.g. based on survey results or assessed by experts (see Step 3)). 

Preferably, effects should be quantified and assessed on that basis. However doing 

so depends on the availability of sufficient data on the effect, and quantification not 

requiring disproportionate effort. If sufficient data is not available or the assessment 

is too complicated, the effects should be qualitatively assessed by experts. Municipal 

departments or external expertise are good sources of information when it comes to 

data availability and measurability (see section 2.3). 

When all effects have been identified, they should be clustered (e.g. sorted into economic, 

social and environmental categories). This facilitates the following steps and is important 

for communicating on the results (see Step 7).

Identify effects & indicators2
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Example. Clustering.

Using the example in Step 1 (busses), Figure 2 shows the effect tree for this 

example. As data on noise pollution was not available, the city assessed this 

indicator qualitatively with the help of experts.

Figure 2: sample effect/indicator tree (ql = qualitative, qn = quantified)

Environmental effects

Social effects

CO2 emissions (qn)

Passenger comfort (ql)

Vehicle costs (qn)

Infrasructure costs (qn)

Vehicle (qn)

NOx (qn)

Infrastructure (qn)

PM (qn)

Local air pollution

Noise (ql)

...

...

Economic effects

Investment costs

Maintainance costs

...
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STEP 3. Assess the impacts

The next step in the process involves determining the performance values for the 

proposed measure or measures. This is done differently depending on the type 

of effect: quantified or qualitative. As previously mentioned, herein lies the main 

advantage of this assessment method over CBA: without any difficulty, effects can 

be assessed which would be excluded from a CBA because of being impossible or 

too difficult to quantify. 

When assessing the measures’ performance, it is particularly important to pay 

attention to the way negative and positive values are recorded (particularly when 

the effect’s name includes a negative term). All detrimental performance (e.g. costs, 

emissions, harmful health effects) must be recorded in negative numbers and all 

favourable performance (e.g. revenue, increased employment, beneficial health 

effects) in positive numbers. For example, bus purchasing costs of €2m must be 

recorded under “Purchasing costs” as negative €2m (-€2m).

The assessment method for quantified (monetary and non–monetary) and qualitative 

effects is described in the following paragraphs.

1. Quantified effect assessment
 a. Non–monetary

In all cases, each effect must use the same measurement unit (e.g. tonnes of CO2 

equivalent per annum under “GHG emissions”), although the unit used for different 

effects may be different. If the performance values do not fulfil this condition, they 

must be converted. 

If the overall economic effects are considered particularly important, monetising 

them should be considered (see box below). 

Assess impacts3

Identify effects & indicators2

Describe project & alternatives1

Normalise impacts
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Measures A (BAU — diesel) and B (CNG) will result in different total emissions 

of NOx and PM2.5. The monetary effect of the measures can be calculated by 

applying the national standard values for these gasses to the total emissions, as 

shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: monetisation example

Monetisation

Example. Monetisation

Gas
Monetisation 

factor (€/t)

Measure A Measure B

Impact (t)
Monetised 

impact
Impact (t)

Monetised 
impact

NOx 2,000 12 -€24,000 10 -€20,000

PM2.5 100,000 5 -€500,000 4 -€400,000

Many effects associated with a transport project or measure, such as noise, air 

pollution or travel time savings do not have a market price, but are nevertheless 

valued by individuals or society as a whole, and thus can be expressed in monetary 

terms. Non–monetary effects can be assigned a monetary value by, for example, 

assessing the citizens’ ‘willingness–to–pay’ for a specific benefit or by the ‘hedonic 

pricing’ approach. As these methods are very time consuming, standard values (i.e. 

a standard value for the costs of one tonne of local particulate matter emitted) are 

usually used to monetise these effects.

Monetisation has the great advantage of representing all figures in the same unit (a 

currency), allowing for an easy comparison. Furthermore, this is a prerequisite for 

calculating economic indicators such as the Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) or the Net 

Present Value (NPV) (see Step 6). However, as mentioned in section 2.1, monetisation 

can be an elaborate and time–consuming procedure, and may be controversial. 

Standard values are available in national guidelines, or alternatively from European 

projects such as HEATCO and IMPACT (see section 6.2). Furthermore, various 

guidelines and handbooks providing monetisation methods are available, especially 

in relation to time–saving and congestion, accident casualties, air pollution health 

effects, noise, and greenhouse gas emissions (see section 6.1). 

To avoid unnecessary monetisation, it is recommended to check whether all key 

effects can be monetised and whether economic indicators are particularly relevant 

before starting the monetisation process.
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 b. Monetary effects

Monetary costs and benefits will in all likelihood occur at different times throughout 

a project’s lifetime. Some measures have higher investment costs, others have higher 

costs occurring throughout the life of a project. The costs or benefits occurring at 

different times must be counted differently as, even ignoring inflation, a certain 

amount of money is worth more today than the same amount in the future, as it could 

be invested and used productively in the intervening period. To make it possible to 

compare measures with different cost and benefit occurrence profiles, discounting 

(using a discount rate, which includes inflation) is used to calculate all costs and 

benefits in current terms, regardless of when they occur (see box below). If the 

assessment period is short or if monetary effects are relatively small, discounting 

may not, however, be necessary. 

Discounting

Example. Discounting.

Where:

PV = present value of stream of costs from year t to year T

Ct = cost incurred in year t

r = discount rate

The discount rate is analogous to an interest rate, and related to local rates of 

return. The effect of discounts strongly depends on the rate chosen. High rates 

are likely to overestimate current costs and benefits and underestimate those in 

the future. 

For the TIDE impact assessment tool the use of a social discount rate is 

recommended. Country specific values may be available in national guidelines, 

or the EC–DG Regional Policy suggests 5%.

Electric busses will cost €10,000/a to maintain and operate. Additionally, their 

batteries must be replaced after five years at an additional cost of €10,000. If 

a discounting factor of 3% is used, the discounted cost over 5 years would be 

calculated as follows:
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 c. Qualitative effects assessment

Effects whose impact are not measurable or too difficult/impossible to quantify must 

be evaluated qualitatively. Independent experts can be called upon to assist with the 

assessment or even to carry it out themselves, and/or relevant literature, if available, 

can be referred to. Knowledge from other cities, especially ex–post evaluations (i.e. 

analysis based on experienced impact after implementation) may also be a valuable 

source of information. 

Regardless of the source of information, the size of each measure’ and/or BAU’s 

influence on each assessed effect should be assigned a score within a predefined 

scale (e.g. -10 to 10). Operationally, the score can be assigned in numbers directly or 

based on a scale described by words (e.g. weak positive effect, strong negative effect 

etc.), which can then be converted to corresponding values. 

After all effects have been assessed, results can be compiled in a summary table. This 

provides an overview of the results in absolute, unprocessed terms (e.g. €, tCO2 or a 

qualitative score). The summary table is one of the key results to be communicated to 

decision–makers (see Step 8).

Effects
Impact*

Measure A Measure B

Bus purchase -€60,000 -€70,000

Operational costs -€14,000 -€12,000

Maintenance costs -€12,000 -€5,000

NOx emissions 706t 712t

PM2.5 emissions 7t 0.6 t

PT user comfort (qualitative) -4 -1

PT non–user comfort (qualitative) -5 -1

Table 2: example impact summary table (*costs are represented as negative)
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STEP 4: Normalisation 

Without further calculation, comparing the different effect types with one another is 

impossible because of their different units and magnitudes. 

If, however, the values are normalised (see the box below), the effect performance 

values are replaced by an effect score without unit or magnitude. This makes it 

possible to compare the different effects and effect types, and to calculate a sub–

total and total scores for each measure. 

N.B. The effect scores compare the performance of one measure against the others 

for that effect only. As such, the scores represent the relative performance of each 

measure for that effect, and by definition the magnitude information is removed. 

Because of this, the same score after normalisation may not reflect equality in absolute 

monetary terms. This can also lead to disproportionately large normalised scores if 

all values for a particular effect happen to be insignificantly small. For example, GHG 

emissions values of 100t and 50t over 10 years would receive normalised scores of 

-10 and -5 respectively, despite both being insignificant because so small. 
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Normalisation (maximum score approach)

This approach converts a measure’s performance values for an effect to a score 

relative to the (absolute) largest value for that effect. 

Where:

Sxa= original value/impact of effect x for measure a

|maxx|= maximum (absolute value) of any measure for effect x

Fscale= scaling factor (10 recommended)

The normalisation procedure results in scores between -10 (largest negative 

effect/cost) and 10 (largest positive effect/benefit). 

N.B. It is assumed that the values for all indicators are linear. This is only partly 

true for the qualitative data. Based on informed guesses, it can be assumed that 

the difference between qualitative scores of 2 and 4 is not necessarily the same 

as the difference between 4 and 6. However, this fact is not taken into account for 

the purpose of simplicity. 
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Example. Normalisation 

Table 3: normalisation example

Maintenance cost (e1). The maximum absolute value for e1 (|maxx|) is 12.000. 

Thus, measure A is normalised for maintenance (e1) as follows:

Revenue (e2). |maxx| for c2 is 6.000. Thus, measure A is normalised for revenue 

(e2) as follows:

All other normalisations follow in the same pattern.

Impacts Normalised score

Meas. A Meas. B Meas. A Meas. B

Direct economic effects

Maintenance (e1) -€12,000 -€5,000 -10 -4.16

Revenues (e2) €3,000 €6,000 5 10

Environmental effects

CO2 emissions -148t -56t -10 -3.8

Socio–economic effects

Passenger comfort -1 2 -5 10
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STEP 5. Effect weighting 

The fifth step in the process entails assigning an importance to the effects, or 

weighting: giving a score according to their relevance and magnitude. This process 

is optional but recommended as it means that municipalities’ areas of priority are 

reflected in the assessment, and that small impacts don’t disproportionately affect 

the assessment after normalisation.

Importance 
Firstly, not all a measure’s effects will be of equal importance in all cities. To 

account for local preferences, weighting factors are assigned to each effect based 

upon local preferences. For example, air quality is likely to be assigned a greater 

weighting factor in cities with an air pollution problem. 

Secondly, the normalised scores have their magnitude removed, which can 

adversely impact the assessment if the original values are insignificantly small or 

disproportionately large, especially if a small number of measures are assessed. 

This can be dealt with by modifying the weighting factors. For example, if local air 

pollution reduction is a local priority, but the measures assessed both/all have only 

a small effect on local air pollution, that effect can be assigned a low weighting 

factor. This magnitude correction is most likely to be necessary if only a limited 

number of options are assessed. 
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Method

A very simple weighting procedure is recommended. A total of 100 weighting points 

should be assigned to the effects. Firstly, points should be assigned to the effect–

categories (e.g. direct economic, environmental and socio–economic) based on 

judgement. The points for each category then should be distributed amongst the 

effects that are grouped in the category (zero points effectively excludes the effect 

from the assessment). This method has the advantage of breaking the allocation 

down into smaller, more workable allocations, alleviating (but not eliminating) the 

difficulty inherent in concurrently evaluating up to 30–40 effects, ideally in an 

objective manner.

Ideally, the participants in weighting processes should represent the interests of 

society as a whole as best as possible. In very low–cost assessments, only members 

of the local administration may be included. In such cases, the administrators must 

assign weights according to the perspective defined in step 1. For large–scale 

measures or controversial projects, it is crucial that all stakeholders identified in 

Step 2 take part and are included. To reach the best possible outcome, the weighting 

process would be open to the general public. Alternatively, a group of citizens either 

arbitrarily chosen or carefully selected to reach a balanced representation could 

be invited to attend. Regardless of the method chosen to select participants, the 

sessions should also include experts, preferably independent ones, to assist the 

stakeholders (who are unlikely to possess the required relevant detailed knowledge) 

in understanding the issues at hand. This helps improve the quality of stakeholder 

suggestions. To foster transparency in the process, inviting media and employing 

professional moderators can help ensure smooth progress.

The weighting values can be adjusted according to the magnitudes of effects by 

distributing the impact summary table (information form) to those taking part in 

the weighting procedure. To avoid a bias from participants who might artificially 

over–weight their preferred measure, participants shouldn’t be able to recognise 

each measures’ scores in the information given to them (i.e. the table should not 

name different measures in relation to different scores).
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Combining scores and weights

To obtain a final effect score, weight factors should be multiplied by the normalised 

score for each effect (see box below). Assuming the normalised scores range from -10 

to 10, the weighted scores will range between -1000 and 1000. 

Example. Weighting point allocation.

Weighting points are assigned to effect categories, then distributed among the 

lower level effects within the same category. Environmental effects receive 20 

points, which are distributed among the factors local air pollution (15) and CO2 

emissions (5). On the third level, local air pollution’s 15 points are further distributed 

to the lower–level effects. 

Table 4: example for assigning effect weights

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Effect Weight Effect Weight Effect Weight

Direct economic 60 Total 60

Environmental 20

Local air pollution 15

NOx emissions 7

PM emissions 8

CO2 emissions 5

Social 20 Total 20
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The normalised, weighted score is calculated by multiplying the weighting factor 

by the normalised scores, as shown in Table 5. The overall score for the criterion air 

pollution is obtained by adding the sub–effect scores. 

Table 5: combined normalised scores and weights

Example. Weighting point allocation.

Effect Weight Measure A score Measure B score

Norm. Weighted Norm. Weighted

NOx emissions 7 10 70 6 42

PM emissions 8 8 64 -3 -24

Total (local air pollution) 15 134 18

CO2 emissions 5 8 40 10 50

Considerations

There is a risk that evaluators introduce a bias to suit their specific interests into 

the process of assigning weighting factors to the effects. Even assuming evaluators 

personal interest is reduced or eliminated, it is likely that assessing the relative 

importance of the numerous relevant effects in a transparent and impartial way 

will be a difficult and time consuming process. The literature provides more 

sophisticated weighting procedures which aim at reducing bias, notably thanks to 

a limitation of the number of participants in the weighting process. However, such 

sophisticated procedures are too complex and costly to be included in a simplified 

assessment such as the TIDE impact assessment tool. 

By involving the general public, decision–makers can effectively take their 

concerns and wishes into account. There is a strong likelihood that this will improve 

acceptance and legitimacy of the decisions made, and maybe even their quality. 

These processes will increase complexity and time required, but in the medium 

term, they can help prevent even longer delays which could have been caused by 

opposition to the project during the implementation phase. 
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STEP 6. Visualisation and interpretation

To provide an optimum basis for decision making, the information gathered in the 

previous steps should be prepared to allow its visualisation and interpretation.

1. The measures’ overall scores

All weighted normalised scores can be added to an overall score. This is the 

assessment’s most aggregated result.

This score indicates the overall performance of the different measures compared 

to one another (if one of a measure’s scores is changed, all measures’ overall scores 

can also change!). Because of this comparative aspect, the result should be handled 

with care and is not appropriate as a stand–alone basis for decision making. 

The overall score can be either positive or negative, although negative scores are 

not necessarily indicative of bad measures, nor of measures whose costs exceed 

their benefits (because of the weighting and normalisation processes), and vice–

versa. The scores serve only to rank the measures according to the effects and 

weighting provided.

2. Effect performance

The magnitude of the effects caused by the measures can easily be visualised. When 

presenting the weighted, normalised performance, only effects from the same level 

should be compared (the weighted normalised scores are not comparable across 

different effect hierarchies due to the weighting procedure). Visualising the non–

weighted normalised scores for single effects may also be informative. 
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Example. Visualisation. 

Measure A’s overall weighted score is 540 points, compared to measure B’s 740. 

As shown in Figure 3, measure B is better in the economic and social effects, but 

worse in the environmental effects. 

Figure 4: graph of normalised performance

Figure 3: graph of normalised weighted performance

Figure 4 shows the unweighted, normalised scores. 

3. Impact summary table 

The impact summary table, prepared in Step 3, is another important tool in assisting 

decision–making. The table can be very complex, so should be accompanied by the 

simplified visualisations to make it more understandable. 
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4. Economic performance indicators (optional)

 If sufficient data is available to enable monetisation of all major effects, and if 

decision–makers request the measures to be assessed from an economic point of 

view, special economic indicators can be calculated using monetised data. These 

indicators are typically calculated using the present value of any future costs and 

benefits, requiring them to be discounted (see Step 3). Two commonly used indicators 

are presented in the following paragraphs. 

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR): the ratio of the benefits produced by a measure relative 

to the costs incurred introducing it. It is calculated by dividing the measure’s total 

benefits by its total costs, all expressed in monetary terms at their present value (PV): 

Calculated in this way, the BCR is independent of the measure’s size, allowing 

differently–sized projects to be compared. A BCR of 1 is the threshold value. At this 

value, a measure is just economically viable (benefits = costs), while a measure with 

a BCR > 1 has greater benefits than costs, and with a BCR < 1 its costs exceed the 

benefits. For example, a BCR of 2.5 indicates that for €1 of costs, €2.5 of benefits 

are created. The BCR allows comparisons across differently sized projects, as it is 

insensitive to the magnitude of net benefits. For example, a small–scale project 

might be preferable to a large scale project if its BCR is higher, but its absolute net 

benefits are smaller. 

Net Present Value (NPV): the difference between the discounted (present) total value 

of a measure’s benefits and costs:

NPV is another indicator of economic viability (if NPV>1), oft–used to accept or reject 

projects. 

N.B. In contrast to the TIDE assessment method’s overall score for each measure, the 

economic performance indicators are calculated relative to the reference case/BAU. 

For example, measure A would cause significant adverse external costs from local air 

pollution (€2m), but as these are lower than the reference case’s (€1.5m), measure A 

would be attributed a net benefit of €0.5m for local air pollution.
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Economic indicators

Firstly, the total discounted costs and benefits should be calculated for the 

assessment duration:

Where:

BPV, CPV= the total present value of benefits/costs over the assessment duration

Bt, Ct = the benefits or costs occurring in year t

r = the discount rate

Benefit to cost ratio (BCR)

The discounted total benefits are divided by the discounted total costs:

Net present value (NPV):

The difference in total discounted benefits and costs over the assessment 

duration:

Example: calculation of BCR and NPV

Two projects are assessed, resulting in the following costs and benefits 

(discounted present value): 

 

In this example, as both measures yield a BCR greater than one and a positive 

NPV, either could be recommended for implementation. 

Measure A offers much greater net benefits than measure B, but the latter offers 

much better return on its costs: which of the two is preferable will depend on 

local conditions and preferences. This shows that it is important to to take care 

when comparing projects using only one of these indicators. 

Total discounted:
BCR NPV

Benefits Costs

Measure A €1,200,000 €1,000,000 1.2 €200,000

Measure B €20,000 €6,000 3.3 €14,000
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STEP 7. Sensitivity analysis

In assessments such as those presented here, uncertainties can be introduced in 

many ways. By their nature, ex–ante analyses rely upon assumed or modelled values, 

or informed guesses, of the future effects of projects, which may change as they have 

not yet been finalised, let alone completed. Furthermore, things like monetisation 

factors and the discount rate used may introduce uncertainty or even error. 

In order to test the influence on the end–result of changes to important effects or 

those with non–robust underlying assumptions, a sensitivity analysis can be carried 

out for those effects. 

This involves re–running the assessment with the value for selected effects changed 

(typically by ±20%) one–by–one and recording the assessment’s end–result for each 

change. In this way, it is possible to determine the influence of individual effects on the 

end result. If a particular effect is especially influential and based on a non–robust 

assumption, this uncertainty should be made clear in the assessment’s results. 

The effect weighting–factors are a special case of a source of uncertainty. The 

factors are by definition based upon guesses, feelings or assumptions. While this 

is the intention in including the weighting factors, they are nevertheless a source 

of uncertainty. However, performing a sensitivity analysis on them all is likely to 

be too time–consuming. If the weighting factor for some effects is contentious or 

suspected of being biased, it can be useful to do a sensitivity analysis in assessing 

the effect of changes to the factor. If it is shown that large changes have little effect 

(likely with a large number of effects), any conflict will probably disappear. 
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STEP 8. Communicate results

Appropriately communicating the assessment’s results is the last step, but by no 

means the least important. 

Decision–makers are rarely aware of the assessment procedure, the underlying 

method’s strengths and weaknesses or the uncertainties associated with the 

values assessed (see also section 3). Yet this knowledge is important to improve the 

decisions made. For this reason, the assessment procedure should be described to 

decision–makers. 

As mentioned previously, more than aggregated results alone should be 

communicated. These should be accompanied by summaries of the performance 

with regards to various indicators and absolute impacts (see step 6), ideally using 

visual tools such as graphs. Regardless of the form chosen to present the results, 

the indicators and graphs must be explained along with their strengths and 

weaknesses. 
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Is it high cost? 

(e.g. >€10m)

Category 1 Category 2 Category 3

Must economic viability indicators 

calculated? (e.g. to access funding, 

local regulations)

Would monetisation 

be excessively 

difficult? 

Does it directly 

influence the urban 

transport system?

Can most impacts 

be quantified and 

monetised?

4. Assessing different types of measures 

The diversity of potential urban transport measures is huge: from geographically 

small–scale low–cost measures (e.g. bicycle stands at a bus stop), to large–scale 

high–cost measures (e.g. an inner–city road–toll system), to small–scale high–cost 

measures (e.g. changing the built environment to improve inter–modality). In addition, 

effects differ in how easy it is to quantify them, and the extent to which they can be 

directly attributed to measures.

The TIDE impact assessment method is applicable to this huge variety of measures. 

Three categories of assessment have been identified to assist the assessment 

according to the characteristics of the measure at hand:

•	 Category 1: economic and qualitative assessment

•	 Category 2: qualitative assessment

•	 Category 3: limited impact assessment applicability

A series of simple questions can be used to sort a measure into one of these categories 

(Figure 5). In the following section, these categories are described along with the 

considerations which should be followed when using the assessment method. 

Figure 5: flow–chart for measure categorisation
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4.1. Category 1: economic and qualitative assessment 

Measure characteristics

This category should contain measures with significant economic implications such as 

those with high investment costs or which might cause undue economic hardship for 

certain groups. The economic significance of such measures justifies their extensive 

assessment. Large–scale measures usually fall into this category, but smaller 

measures with mainly economic effects may also be appropriately considered in this 

category. Quantified data for the key impact areas must be available for measures in 

this category. 

Implications for the assessment process 

Economic viability indicators (BCR and NPV) should be calculated (step 6) for these 

measures. If the costs and benefits are unevenly distributed across different groups 

in society, the results should be differentiated by group, perhaps allowing the measure 

to be altered to distribute its effects more evenly. 

Although economic effects might be the most significant for these measures, 

qualitative effects should not be neglected. If a measure is deemed unviable from an 

economic assessment, it is possible that including qualitative effects can lead to an 

assessment’s outcome tagging the measure as viable. 

Conversely, an economically viable measure may have sufficient detrimental 

qualitative effects to make its implementation unwise. Therefore, both economic 

performance indicators and qualitative assessment should be communicated. 

Example of measure: urban road user charging (RUC)

Implementing urban RUC systems is usually very costly. Besides the investment and 

operational costs, the schemes can have considerable economic effect on private 

and commercial transport users. Such measures are usually strongly opposed and 

controversial. These points justify a detailed (and arduous) assessment, including 

the economic viability indicators. 

Examples of relevant assessments are readily available in literature: several CBAs 

have been conducted for congestion charging schemes in European cities (e.g. 

London, Stockholm and Milan). They could provide information, particularly in 

predicting the proposed scheme’s impacts. These evaluations show that many of the 

relevant effects can be quantified and monetised; but they also show that others are 

difficult or impossible to quantify. Therefore qualitative effects should be assessed in 

addition to the monetised effects. 

Urban RUC schemes affect the local transport system in various ways. They usually 

reduce the traffic within the charging zone, they can shift traffic to other times of 

the day, induce a mode shift and/or alter route and destination preferences. Any 

assessment of such schemes should incorporate all of these different effects, both 

inside and outside the zone (see also Table 6). 
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Another important aspect is to consider from whose point of view the assessment is 

made . The fees constitute a benefit for the scheme’s operator, but a cost for transport 

users or different groups in society. Differentiating the costs and benefits by group 

can help to identify options available to reduce any imbalance. The TIDE assessment 

method can also be used to compare different scheme–designs (e.g. distance based 

vs. single entrance fee) in order to identify the optimum choice. 

Table 6: potential impacts of a road user charging scheme

Effect Comments Data type*

Travel time / 
Travel time 
reliability

Relevance fluctuates, and thus so does price, for/by different user 
groups and modes (e.g. business/private trips, goods transport). Effects 
inside and outside the zone should be assessed.

Quant.

Traffic safety Effects from altered traffic volumes and speeds. Quant.

Local air pollution Can be differentiated according to the single pollutants (NOx, PM10, 
CO), monetisation factor usually includes effects on human health and 
built environment etc. Monetisation factors may vary for urban and non–
urban areas.

Quant.

GHG emissions Mitigation effects from modal shift or avoided trips, detours can increase 
emissions.

Quant.

Noise Relatively accurate quantitative estimates are possible; otherwise it 
should be included in the qualitative assessment.

Quant/Qual.

Vibration Can be relevant, especially in areas with significant heavy vehicle traffic. Qual.

Residential 
attractiveness

RUCs can affect the attractiveness and thus rents, of housing in the zone. 
These are difficult to predict, so should be assessed qualitatively.

Qual.

Commercial 
attractiveness

RUCs can affect the attractiveness of shops and businesses within the 
zone. 

Qual.

Equity Implications for horizontal equity (e.g. people living or working inside or 
outside the zone or having different transport needs) and vertical equity 
(factors related to income).

Qual.
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Effect Comments Data type*

Investment cost
The municipality’s interest depends on whether these are borne by the 
municipality or a private investor.

Quant.

Operation costs Quant.

Revenues 
and penalty 
payments

Recorded as a benefit for the city or private operator. Quant.

Taxes (e.g. fuel 
duties)

Affects the municipal budget. Quant.

Compliance costs Includes fees and penalty payments borne by the transport user; 
important from users’ perspective. Detrimental to users unable to afford 
the road charges.

Quant.

Effects on 
parking 

Influences parking space utilisation, revenue from parking, charging etc. Quant.

PT use Influences public transport revenue, occupancy rate and need for 
additional vehicles.

Quant.

Share of walking 
and cycling

New infrastructure investment might be required. Increasing it might 
also be an objective for the city.

Quant.

*Recommended, but depends on availability. Quant.= quantified, Qual.= qualitative 
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4.2. Category 2: qualitative assessment 

Measure’s characteristics
The measures in this category either have primarily qualitative effects, or are small–scale. 

As such, evaluating these measures monetarily would either result in a neglect of key 

effects, or be inappropriate because the data collection and monetisation required would 

be disproportionately difficult and expensive compared to the measures’ scale.

Implications for the assessment process
Assessment of these measures should focus on qualitative effects, omitting the economic 

viability indicators (Step 3, Step 6); monetisation is thus not required. However, those 

effects which can be easily quantified should be assessed in that manner and the results 

presented in the impact summary table. Qualitative effects or those too difficult/costly to 

be quantified should be assessed through qualitative scores. 

People–friendly streets are characterised by being designed to primarily meet people s 

needs to move, rest, play or talk. People–friendly street design can be applied to new or 

existing streets, or public spaces can be modified to shift their primary use from car to 

people. The specific options for making a street people–friendlier are manifold: street 

pedestrianisation (which also affects neighbouring areas), footpath widening and lane 

separation, tree planting, playground construction or linking public sports’ fields to people 

friendly streets and public spaces, to name but a few (see also Table 7). All have varying 

implementation costs and effects. 

The central goal of such measures is to increase residents’ quality of life. Quantifying this, 

let alone monetising it, is near to impossible. Approaches exist to estimate a monetary 

value for quality–of–life (e.g. the willingness–to–pay approach), but they are likely to 

be excessively difficult in relation to the scale of the measure. Instead of using these, 

measures in this category should be assessed qualitatively, possibly using surveys to verify 

assumptions, budget allowing. 

Making a street people–friendlier would be typically compared to (the current) car oriented 

design. Potential side effects of the measure must be included, such as changed traffic in 

areas neighbouring a newly pedestrianised street. 
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Impacts Comments Data type*

Investment costs Should be quantified. Quant.

Maintenance 
costs

Potential for costlier maintenance (e.g. gardening, street furniture 
maintenance). This is easy to quantify. 

Quant.

Liveability An important, but difficult to quantify, effect. Experts and stakeholders 
can estimate the potential effects, or surveys can be carried out.

Qual.

Land value Land prices and rents may be affected; quantification is likely to be 
difficult ex–ante. Should be assessed qualitatively. Quantitative data 
may be available ex–post in the long–term. 

Qual.

Retail turnover Similar to ‘land value’, but with a more direct impact. Qual.

City image The cities attractiveness and image for locals and visitors may be 
improved.

Qual.

Accidents Traffic calming or modal separation can reduce the number and/or 
severity of accidents. 

Qual./ 
Quant.

Health Positive health effects can be expected due to an increased level of 
physical activity 

Qual.

Social integration Public spaces can improve communication and enhance community 
life of different socio–cultural groups. 

Qual.

Local air quality Greening of an area or water elements like fountains can positively 
affect the local air quality and climate

Qual.

Modal shift Walking, cycling and public transport use may increase. If considerable 
effects are expected, other effects might be relevant (e.g. local air 
pollution, GHG emissions, public transport patronage, etc.) and should 
be included as separate effects. 

Qual./ 
Quant.

Side effects Potential side effects such as travel–time increase, congestion effects, 
reduced parking spaces etc. should also be assessed. 

Qual./ 
Quant.

*Recommended, but depends on availability. Quant.= quantified, Qual.= qualitative

Table 7: potential impacts of people–friendly streets and public spaces 
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4.3. Category 3: limited applicability of impact assessment 

Measure’s characteristics

Most measures falling into this category can be termed ‘enablers’. Such measures 
have little or no direct effect on the transport situation, but enable or support the 

implementation of other measures and/or enhance their effects. While potentially 

enabling substantial changes, they only indirectly affect the local transport system. 

Alternatively, measures whose effects on the transport system are too difficult or 

impossible to measure also should be placed in this category.

Implications for the assessment process

As the measures in this category have no or a very limited direct impact on the local 

transport system, the impact assessment method is only partly applicable to them. 

The overall effect on the transport system is more dependent upon the successful 

implementation of the enabled or supported measure(s). The enabled measures 

may even be implemented by other governmental levels or private actors, outside 

the municipality’s remit. This constitutes a major risk for the municipality, which 

should be reflected in the assessment. Separate risk assessments could be more 

appropriate as they incorporate the inherent dependencies and the probability that 

the second measure will also be implemented as intended. 

Nevertheless, the TIDE assessment method can still be included in the appraisal 

process and support decision–making. If both the enabling and enabled measures 

are within the municipality’s remit, a combined impact assessment can be conducted, 

avoiding the difficulty to determine each measure’s directly–attributable effects. 

If the second measure is not within the municipality’s remit, best and worst–case 

scenarios can be analysed to help in finding the optimum system design. 

This measure involves collecting multi–modal traveller information (e.g. live bus 

arrival times, parking space availability or road traffic information) and storing it on 

an open–access server. The information would be made available to any third party 

in order to provide traveller information services (e.g. apps, widgets or other tools) to 

the public. 

The measure can be devised to allow more or less municipal control to be exercised, 

or mandate the amount of data collected or the amount that is pre–processed. More 

complex systems will be costlier, but might also improve the end–result by attracting 

more developers to use the data and improve the quality of the tools developed or 

allow for additional features. A range of complexity options and their associated 

risks (e.g. a third party app encouraging car use, contrary to municipal objectives, 

is developed) should be assessed, such as in the following three scenarios (see also 

Table 8): 
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I. Only raw data is provided. Applications are developed by third parties.

II. Only raw data is provided. Applications are developed by third parties contrary to 

municipal objectives.

III. The city provides the data and commissions the development of an application.

Naturally, the measure’s effects depend not only upon the quality of the application, 

but also upon how frequently it is used. Thus costs are likely to be incurred in 

marketing the app’s usage. 

Table 8: open–access server for applications–based traveller information.

Impacts Comments Data type*

Data provision 
costs

Vary according to the complexity of the data Quant.

Application 
development 
costs

Only relevant if this is commissioned. Quant.

Marketing costs May or may not be borne by the municipality. Quant.

Modal shift The app could encourage mode shift by providing improved 
information.

Quant./ 
Qual.

More efficient 
use of the 
transport 
network

Depends on the application’s design goal (e.g. peak traffic reduction, 
more efficient parking spaces usage etc.)

Qual.

Improved 
accessibility 

With the right features an application could improve accessibility for 
certain user groups (e.g. disabled people).

Qual.

User satisfaction User satisfaction could be improved, and frustration reduced. Qual.

*Recommended, but depends on availability. Quant.= quantified, Qual.= qualitative
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4.4. TIDE measure categorisation

For demonstrative purposes, the TIDE innovative urban transport measures have 

been categorised according to these questions, and the results listed in Table 9 (the 

final categorisation will be carried out by the implementing city). 

Table 9: TIDE measures and their categorisation

Measure Category

Th
em

e 
1

1.1 Road user charging in urban areas Economic & qualitative

1.2 Parking charge policies Qualitative

1.3 Efficient and convenient pricing and charging for multimodal trips Qualitative

Th
em

e 
2

2.1 Innovative Bicycle Parking schemes Qualitative

2.2 Creating people friendly streets and public spaces Qualitative

2.3 Fast Cycle Lanes Economic & qualitative or 
Qualitative

Th
em

e 
3

3.1 Open–access server for applications–based traveller information Limited applicability

3.2 User friendly human machine interface (HMI) for traveller 
information Limited applicability

3.3 Advanced priority systems for public transport Economic & qualitative or 
Qualitative

Th
em

e 
4

4.1 Clean City Logistics Economic& qualitative

4.2 Financing Schemes for Charging Station Limited applicability

4.3 Inductive Charging for Public Transport
Economic & qualitative

or Limited applicability

Th
em

e 
5

5.1 Creation of public transport management bodies for metropolitan 
areas Limited applicability

5.2 Contracting of services focused on improvement of passenger 
satisfaction and efficiency Limited applicability

5.3 Marketing research as optimisation tool in public transport Limited applicability
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5. Example application 

The following shows an example analysis using the steps outlined above. 

The example analyses the fictional case of a city which is considering replacing 28 

ageing diesel busses with either new diesel busses or CNG powered equivalents. 

The basic idea for the case has been taken from a report from the CIVITAS project 

(Piao et al. 2010), which also provided the values for the monetary effects analysed. 

In order to present the TIDE analysis method’s ability to account for non–monetary 

effects, many of these have been added and fictionally evaluated according to the 

authors’ best knowledge. Please note that this example’s primary purpose is to 

present the tool and the analysis process. It is not intended to represent an accurate 

analysis of the case at hand. 

To facilitate simplified assessments, the TIDE team has developed a spreadsheet–

based tool based on the methodology described in this handbook. The information in 

this example has been entered into the tool, with all pictures coming from it. 
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STEP 1. Describe the project and alternative scenarios

A city’s public transport authority (PTA) has reported that 28 of its busses are coming 

to the end of their lives and need replacement. As the PTA is wholly owned by the 

municipality, purchasing decisions and costs are in the municipality’s remit. 

The current busses are fit for purpose, so BAU would dictate the busses being 

replaced with new diesel powered busses, similar to those they will replace. The 

model in question is, however, also available in an — otherwise identical — CNG 

powered version, which the municipality is considering. 

The municipality wishes to assess the two options’ costs and benefits in order to 

select the better of the two from the city’s point of view. The new busses’ are expected 

to operate for 14 years, which was chosen as a convenient and appropriate duration 

for the analysis.

The municipality has noted these particular goals for the project in advance of the 

analysis: 

•	 Improve the public transport system’s comfort to users and non–users

•	 Improve the city’s image to outsiders and residents

•	 Reduce pollutant and noise emissions in key areas

•	 Reduce GHG emissions

Support the nearby CNG engine equipment industry: both directly through factory 

jobs supplying the busses, but also by increasing the specialist competence building 

and operating CNG busses (also applicable elsewhere).

In order to better reflect local concerns and practical considerations, several locally–

active organisations are to be consulted during the project: the PTA, a transport–

focussed environmental organisation, the local residents and local retailers 

associations along with the industry association representing the CNG equipment 

industry. Their input will be particularly called upon in assigning importance and 

performance values to the assessment effects.

Describe project & alternatives1

Identify effects & indicators

Assess impacts

Normalise impacts

Weight criteria

Visualise and interpret results

Analyse sensitivity

Communicate results

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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STEP 2. Identify effects and indicators 

Based on the goals listed above, the assessment effects were chosen and grouped 

into the categories direct (directly affecting the municipality), environmental and 

socio–economic (affecting society as a whole) effects. For some effects, sufficient 

information was available to calculate monetary values for them (details below): bus 

purchase, refilling station construction, fuel, bus maintenance, air pollution and GHG 

emissions. For the remaining effects, insufficient information is available to monetise 

their impact. These will be qualitatively assessed by experts. 

Effects & importance

Categories Category 
weight

Category totals 
(allocated) Total points

Direct criteria To allocate 100

Environmental criteria Allocated (categories) 0

Socio–economic criteria Allocated (criteria) 0

Monetary

Direct effects Importance Environmental 
effects Importance Socio–economic 

effects Importance

Bus purchase Air pollution — 
local

Refilling station GHG emissions

Fuel

Bus 
maintenance

Non–monetary

Direct effects Importance Environmental 
effects Importance Socio–economic 

effects Importance

External city 
image Noise Employment

PT user comfort

PT non–user 
comfort

Local CNG–
systems 
competence

Figure 6: example assessed effects

As the two bus types assessed are identical except for the fuel used, they are 

assumed to both have the same effect on the accident rate and income. Being the 

same for either measure, including these effects would not influence the end result, 

thus they have been excluded. STEP 3. Assess the impacts 

Identify effects & indicators2

Describe project & alternatives1

Assess impacts

Normalise impacts

Weight criteria

Visualise and interpret results

Analyse sensitivity

Communicate results

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Assess impacts3

Identify effects & indicators2

Describe project & alternatives1

Normalise impacts

Weight criteria

Visualise and interpret results

Analyse sensitivity

Communicate results

4

5

6

7

8

STEP 3. Assess the impacts

Two one–off effects — bus purchase and refilling station construction — are 

relatively easy to calculate with the cost/bus and number of busses (28) and quoted 

construction cost, respectively. 

Cost

Diesel bus (ea.) €222,140

CNG bus (ea.) €275,470

Refilling station €2,011,152

Table 10: example capital costs

 

For the other costs, significantly more information is required. First, the total distance 

driven by the busses is required. This is provided by taking the average yearly distance 

driven by the 28 old busses over the previous 4 years.

Year Distance driven (km/a)

Average 952,590

Table 11: example yearly distance driven 

For the fuel and bus maintenance costs, the current fleet of diesel and CNG busses provides 

indicative prices for fuel and maintenance (below). They can easily be converted to cost per 

year if the distance driven per year is known.

Cost (€/100km)

Diesel CNG

Fuel 40.7 22.2

Maintenance 22.6 33.0

Table 12: example operating costs

 

From the literature (see section 6.1), the municipality found monetisation values for 

air pollutant emissions. These, combined with emissions figures provided by the bus 

manufacturer and the yearly distance driven, were used to calculate the annual external 

costs of the two bus types’ air pollutant emissions. 
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Pollutant Price (€/t)
Bus emissions (g/km)

Diesel CNG

NOx 7,700 52.9 53.4

CO 4 22.2 5.52

Hydrocarbons 2,000 6.98 2.69

Particulates 156,900 0.529 0.047

Table 13: example pollutant costs and emissions

 

Yearly GHG emissions (CO2e) were calculated using the manufacturer’s figures for CO2, CH4 

and N2O emissions (/km) for both bus types, GHG intensity figures for the gasses and the 

distance driven per year. Using an assumed CO2e price of €25/t from the literature, these can 

be converted to a yearly cost. 

 

Pollutant CO2e
Bus emissions (g/km)

Diesel CNG

CO2 1 4,514 4,242

CH4 21 0.175 0.9

N2O 310 0.003 0.101

Table 14: example GHG factors and emissions

 

To calculate the current value of all these future costs (fuel, maintenance, air pollutants and 

GHG emissions), the yearly costs must be discounted: the municipality uses a rate of 3.5%. 

Resulting figures appear in the 2 tables below.

 

Diesel busses

Monetary

Direct criteria Importance Impact Normalised 
impact

Weighted, 
normalised 

impact

Bus purchase -6,219,920 -8.1 -88.7

Refilling station 0

Fuel -4,387,232 -10.0 -70.0

Bus maintenance -2,429,007 -6.8 -47.8

Total -13,036,159 -24.9 -206.5

Environmental criteria Importance Impact Normalised 
impact

Weighted, 
normalised 

impact

Air pollution — local -5,431,753 -10.0

GHG emissions -1,216,308 -10.0

Total -6,648,061 -20.0

Figure 7: example monetary analysis (diesel busses)
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CNG busses 

Monetary

Direct effects Importance Impact Normalised 
impact

Weighted, 
normalised 

impact

Bus purchase -7,714,000 -10.0

Refilling station -2,011,152 -10.0

Fuel -2,389,438 -5.4

Bus maintenance -3,555,221 -10.0

Total -15,669,811 -35.4

Environmental effects Importance Impact Normalised 
impact

Weighted, 
normalised 

impact

Air pollution — local -4,564,860 -8.4

GHG emissions -1,155,450 -9.5

Total -5,720,310 -17.9

 

Figure 8: example monetary analysis (CNG busses)

The performance of the qualitative effects was estimated by collecting and 

aggregating municipal and external experts’ informed guesses, as shown in Figure 

9, below. 

Non–monetary evaluation Allowed range (±): 10

Direct effects Diesel 
busses CNG busses Meas.3 Meas.4

External city image -1 4

Environmental effects Diesel 
busses CNG busses Meas.3 Meas.4

Noise -6 -2

Socio–economic effects Diesel 
busses CNG busses Meas.3 Meas.4

Employment 0 3

PT user comfort -4 -1

PT non–user comfort -5 -1

Local CNG–systems 
competence 0 7

 

Figure 9: example non–monetary effects assessment
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STEP 4. Normalisation

According to the normalisation process, detailed in the analysis method description, 

above, the values were normalised. The table, below, shows a selection of the results 

of the normalisation (all normalised values can be seen in figures Figure 7, Figure 8 

and Figure 9, above).

Effects
Original value Normalised value

Diesel CNG Diesel CNG

GHG Emissions -€1.22m -€1.16m -10 -9.5

Refilling station €0 -€2.01m 0 -10

External city image -1 4 -2.5 10

Table 15: example selected normalisation

Normalise impacts4

Identify effects & indicators2

Describe project & alternatives1

Assess impacts

Weight criteria

Visualise and interpret results

Analyse sensitivity

Communicate results

3

5

6

7

8
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STEP 5. Effect weighting

The municipality’s experts weighted the effects as shown in the picture below, 

allocating 100 weighting points.

Effects & importance

Categories Category 
weight

Category totals 
(allocated) Total points

Direct effects 40 40 To allocate 100

Environmental effects 38 38 Allocated (categories) 100

Socio–economic effects 22 22 Allocated (criteria) 100

Monetary

Direct effects Importance Environmental 
effects Importance Socio–economic 

effects Importance

Bus purchase 11 Air pollution — 
local 21

Refilling station 11 GHG emissions 7

Fuel 7

Bus 
maintenance 7

Non–monetary

Direct effects Importance Environmental 
effects Importance Socio–economic 

effects Importance

External city 
image 4 Noise 10 Employment 9

PT user comfort 4

PT non–user 
comfort 4

Local CNG–
systems 
competence

5

 

Figure 10: example importance factors

Weight criteria5

Normalise impacts4

Identify effects & indicators2

Describe project & alternatives1

Assess impacts

Visualise and interpret results

Analyse sensitivity

Communicate results

3

6

7

8
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Step 6. Visualisation and interpretation 

After all of the effect’s magnitudes were calculated, these were compiled in the 

impact summary table (Table 16), which could also be useful for other municipal 

processes (e.g. the measures’ contribution to the municipal CO2 mitigation target).

Effects
Impact* (assessment duration, 14y)

Diesel buses CNG buses

Bus purchase -€6.22m -€7.71m

Refilling station 0 -€2.01m

Fuel costs -€4.39m -€2.39m

Maintenance -€2.43m -€3.56m

External city image (qualitative) -1 +4

NOx emissions 706t 712t

CO emission 296t 74t

HC emissions 93t 36t

PM10 emissions 7t 0.6 t

CO2 emissions 60.2kt 57.6kt

CH4 emissions 2.33t 12t

N2O emissions 0.04t 1.35t

Noise (qualitative) -6 -2

Employment (qualitative) 0 +3

PT user comfort (qualitative) -4 -1

PT non–user comfort (qualitative) -5 -1

CNG–system competence (qualitative) 0 +7

Table 16: example impact summary table (*costs are represented as negative)

Visualise and interpret results6

Normalise impacts4

Identify effects & indicators2

Describe project & alternatives1

Assess impacts

Weight criteria

Analyse sensitivity

Communicate results

3

5

7

8
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With all the relevant figures input, normalised and weighted, the results for Diesel 

and CNG busses is shown, below (absolute “monetary” values are in €, all others are 

unitless).

Diesel busses Abs. impact Weighted, normalised impact

Monetary Monetary Non–monetary Total

Direct criteria -13,036,159 -206.5 -10.0 -216.5

Environmental criteria -6,648,061 -280.0 -100.0 -380.0

Socio–economic 
criteria 0 0.0 -80.0 -80.0

Total -19,684,220 -486.5 -190.0 -676.5

CNG busses Abs. impact Weighted, normalised impact

Monetary Monetary Non–monetary Total

Direct criteria -15,669,811 -328.1 40.0 -288.1

Environmental criteria -5,720,310 -243.0 -33.3 -276.3

Socio–economic 
criteria 0 0.0 122.0 122.0

Total -21,390,121 -571.1 128.7 -442.4

 

Figure 11: example assessment summaries

 

The results of the example show total costs for diesel busses over the 15 years to be 

€19.7m, compared to CNG busses’ €21.4m, translating to a BCR of 0.63. On this basis, 

the project would not be considered economically viable.

Unweighted CBA Measure 1 Measure 2

Diesel busses CNG busses Difference w.r.t. 
Diesel busses

Direct effects Impact Impact Impact

Bus purchase -6,219,920 -7,714,000 -1,494,080

Refilling station 0 -2,011,152 -2,011,152

Fuel -4,387,232 -2,389,438 1,997,794

Bus maintenance -2,429,007 -3,555,221 -1,126,214

-13,036,159 -15,669,811 -2,633,652

Environmental effects Impact Impact Impact

Air pollution — local -5,431,753 -4,564,860 866,893

GHG emissions -1,216,308 -1,155,450 60,858

-6,648,061 -5,720,310 927,751

Socio–economic effects Impact Impact Impact

0 0 0

Total benefits 0 0 2,925,545

Total costs 19,684,220 21,390,121 4,631,446

Total -19,684,220 -21,390,121 -1,705,901

BCR 0.00 0.00 0.63
 

Figure 12: example unweighted CBA
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Including the non–monetary effects, and weighting all effects, however, changes the 

results markedly, as the CNG busses perform much better in non–monetary effects 

and highly weighted monetary effects. The diesel bus scenario scores a total of -677, 

compared to the CNG bus scenario, which scores -442 (N.B. the negative scores for 

both are a result of the significant absolute monetary cost for both). CNG busses 

change from being a slightly worse option to a significantly better one, as shown in 

the figure below (normalised, weighted results for the two options).

Figure 13: example assessment results graph
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STEP 7. Sensitivity analysis 

The analysis above relies upon assumptions for the future value of effects or their 

determinants (e.g. CO2 and fuel prices). For effects with high importance values and/

or those for which the assumptions are considered unreliable, a sensitivity analysis 

may be completed to check the effect of changes to effects. 

For example, if the assumption of a constant relationship between diesel and CNG 

prices (traditionally coupled in Europe) is considered unrealistic, the sensitivity 

analysis could be completed for CNG prices by recalculating for CNG cost ± 20% those 

originally considered. The results of such a recalculation are given below (because of 

normalisation, changing both CNG and diesel costs by 20% will have no effect on the 

measures’ points). 

Scenario
Monetary (€m) Points

Diesel CNG Diff. BCR Diesel CNG Diff.

-20% -19.68 -20.91 -1.23 0.73 -677 -435 242

Original -21.39 -1.71 0.63 -442 234

+20% -21.87 -2.18 0.53 -450 227

Table 17: example sensitivity analysis (CNG price) results

As shown in the table, changing fuel costs for CNG busses -20% & +20% has a 

significant effect upon the monetary side, causing the total cost difference to change 

from €1.2m to €2.2m, respectively, and the BCR to drop by 0.2. The difference on the 

measures’ overall scores is much less pronounced, however. 

Analyse sensitivity7

Visualise and interpret results6

Normalise impacts4

Identify effects & indicators2

Describe project & alternatives1

Assess impacts

Weight criteria

Communicate results

3

5

8
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6. Further information

The following projects, documents or websites provide general information on CBA 

and MCA (on which the TIDE impact method is based) and on external transport cost 

monetisation methods:

•	 HEATCO Project — Developing Harmonised European Approaches for Transport 
Costing and Project Assessment 

The EU HEATCO project created a harmonised guideline for assessing trans–national 

projects in Europe. It provides comprehensive guidance for calculating transport–

project costs and benefits, in particular those related to time–savings and congestion, 

accident casualties, air pollution health effects, noise, and global warming. The 

final report provides an introduction to CBAs, the method’s key shortcomings and 

monetisation values in case local values are unavailable. 
 

Website: http://heatco.ier.uni-stuttgart.de/ 
 

Key document: Bickel, P., R. et al. 2006. “Proposal for Harmonised Guidelines.” 

Developing Harmonised European Approaches for Transport Costing and Project 

Assessment (HEATCO), Deliverable 5. http://heatco.ier.uni-stuttgart.de/HEATCO_D5.pdf 

•	 IMPACT Project — Internalisation Measures and Policies for All external Costs of 
Transport 

The central aim of the IMPACT project was to assist transport infrastructure pricing 

scheme design and provide methods with which to estimate and internalise such 

schemes’ external costs. A handbook was published providing detailed information on 

external cost calculation along with input and default values. Many of the values used in 

IMPACT build upon those provided by HEATCO. 

Key document: Maibach, M., et al. 2008. Handbook on estimation of external costs in the 

transport sector. Internalisation Measures and Policies for All external Cost of Transport 

(IMPACT). Version 1.

•	 Website: Transportation Benefit–Cost Analysis 

The US Transport Research Board provides an online resource on transport–sector 

CBAs. Besides a general introduction to the method, the website provides information 

on different kinds of costs and benefits and how to estimate a project’s effects upon 

them. In addition, important formulae and examples are given. 
 

https://sites.google.com/site/benefitcostanalysis/ 

•	 MCA manuals 
Several manuals on MCA for governments are available, especially from the UK. These 

provide information on the method, different approaches and case studies.  
 

Key document: UK DCLG — Dept. for Communities and Local Government. 2009. Multi–

criteria Analysis a Manual. Wetherby: Communities and Local Government. http://www.

communities.gov.uk/documents/corporate/pdf/1132618.pdf.  
 

Key document: UK DTLR, 2001. Multi–criteria analysis: A manual. Department for 

Transport, Local Government and the Regions (2001). http://www.nera.com/nera-files/

Multi-criteria_Analysis_Model.pdf 
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Monetisation factors 

Table 18 provides an overview of potential sources of monetisation factors for key 

effects, useful if local or national standard values are unavailable. 

Effects Source Comments

Travel time reduction HEATCO: VTTS 
monetization factor.

VTTS is usually 
differentiated by 
passenger and freight 
transport and by different 
modes and trip purposes 
(work, non–work).

Travel time reliability
HEATCO: reliability ratios 
(multiplied by VTTS) 
provide a basic value.

Usually differentiated by 
travel–mode or journey 
purpose.

Local air quality
HEATCO: monetization 
factors for NOx, NMVOC, 
SO2 and PM.

Expressed as €/t of 
pollutant emitted; should 
be differentiated by 
location of emission.

Local noise pollution HEATCO: monetization 
factors can be derived.

Costs depend on the 
number of persons 
exposed to a certain 
noise level: expressed as 
€/year/person exposed.

Safety/ accidents HEATCO: monetization 
factors provided.

Factors for fatalities 
and injuries avoided and 
the underreporting rate 
are provided, those for 
material damage not. 

Health effects
Health effects of noise 
and pollutant emissions 
are included in HEATCO

The WHO HEAT tool can 
be used to assess the 
health effects of walking 
and cycling measures. 

GHG emissions HEATCO: values for GHG 
emissions provided. 

Values expressed in €/t 
CO2e. Values increase 
with the year of emission.

Nature and landscape
IMPACT: differentiated 
and summarized values 
provided.

Costs expressed in €/
km (infrastructure). As 
such only relevant to new 
infrastructure. 

Soil and water pollution IMPACT: values provided 
(for CH)

Values are provided 
for Switzerland (in €/
vehicle–km). 

Table 18: sources for standard monetisation factors

3 VTTS: Value of travel time savings
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The mission of the TIDE project

is to enhance the broad transfer and take–up of 15 innovative urban transport and mobility measures throughout Europe and to 

make a visible contribution to establish them as mainstream measures.

TIDE’s focus is on 15 innovative measures in five thematic clusters: financing models and pricing measures, non–motorised 

transport, network and traffic management to support traveller information, electric vehicles and public transport organisation. 

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans is a horizontal topic to integrate the cluster activities.

The TIDE team

The TIDE consortium is composed of a variety of experts in the field of urban transport, bringing in the knowledge of the 

academic sector, the experience of cities, the expertise of consultants and the multiplier effect of European networks.

For more information on TIDE, contact the project coordinator at Polis: 

Ivo Cré
Phone: +32 (0)2 500 56 76

Email: icre@polisnetwork.eu 

Karen Vancluysen
Tel: +32 (0)2 500 56 75

Email: kvancluysen@polisnetwork.eu 

Or visit the project website: www.tide-innovation.eu
Follow TIDE on Twitter: @TIDE_Innovation 

Join the TIDE LinkedIn Group: Transport Innovation Deployment for Europe


